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Principal Chump has hired some psycho lunch monitors to restore order in the school cafeteria. But Kyle, Dusty and Wilson can't stand assigned seating, or being.Â With the help of
hairnets and a hidden camera, they're about to show their school who really rules! Principal Chump has hired some psycho lunch monitors to restore order in the school cafeteria. But
Kyle, Dusty and Wilson can't stand assigned seating, or being forced to eat dessert last. With the help of hairnets and a hidden camera, they're about to show their school who really
rules! Save to list. Other Books You Might Like. Privacy Policy Terms of Use. TM Â® & Â© 2020 Scholastic Inc. All Rights Reserved. Rating: Series: Don't Get Caught. Pages: 128.
Age Level: 08-12. Purchase: Share: Description. BE-TRAY-ED!Â So Principal Chump hires some psycho lunch monitors to bust up the trouble. Armed with dishrags, hairnets, and a
hidden camera, Kyle and his friends are about to strike back. Genre. Kids (12 & Under). Kids: Middle Grade. General Fiction. Comedy / Humor. TIME PERIOD. Signs of wear can
include aesthetic issues such as scratches, dents, worn corners, bends, tears, small stains, and partial water damage. All pages and the cover are intact, but the dust cover may be
missing, if applicable. Pages may include excessive notes and highlighting, but the text is not obscured or unreadable. Satisfaction Guaranteed.Â i think this book is the best. i have
this one with Dont Get Caught In The Teachers Lounge. both are womderful! Read more. Helpful. But this isnâ€™t your lunch ladyâ€™s hairnet. The royalâ€™s discreet accessory,
which comes in a variety of colors, is much thinner and almost impossible to detect. And at under $2, this is one affordable beauty hack. Kate used the brown-colored hairnet to lock
her updo in place during the Buckingham Palace flypast on Tuesday to mark the 100th birthday celebrations of the Royal Air Force with a special flypast. View photos. Kate
Middleton.Â This isnâ€™t the first time Kate has been spotted wearing one. She regularly keeps her chignons in place with a hairnet. View photos. Kate Middleton in October 2016.

